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SUMMARY

In vitro cancer cultures, including three-dimensional
organoids, typically contain exclusively neoplastic
epithelium but require artificial reconstitution to reca-
pitulate the tumor microenvironment (TME). The co-
culture of primary tumor epithelia with endogenous,
syngeneic tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) as a
cohesive unit has been particularly elusive. Here, an
air-liquid interface (ALI) method propagated patient-
derived organoids (PDOs) from >100 human biopsies
or mouse tumors in syngeneic immunocompetent
hosts as tumor epithelia with native embedded im-
mune cells (T, B, NK, macrophages). Robust droplet-
based, single-cell simultaneous determination of
gene expression and immune repertoire indicated
that PDOTILs accurately preserved the original tumor
T cell receptor (TCR) spectrum. Crucially, human and
murine PDOs successfully modeled immune check-
point blockade (ICB) with anti-PD-1- and/or anti-PD-
L1 expanding and activating tumor antigen-specific
TILs and eliciting tumor cytotoxicity. Organoid-based
propagation of primary tumor epithelium en blocwith
endogenous immune stroma should enable immuno-
oncology investigations within the TME and facilitate
personalized immunotherapy testing.
1972 Cell 175, 1972–1988, December 13, 2018 ª 2018 Elsevier Inc.
INTRODUCTION

The vast heterogeneity within cell types of the tumor microenvi-

ronment (TME) crucially impact treatment responses (Junttila

and de Sauvage, 2013; Klemm and Joyce, 2015; Palucka and

Coussens, 2016). The recent promise of therapies manipulating

tumor-infiltrating immune cells has created a particular exigency

for human cancer models that recapitulate this TME diversity.

There is, however, a dearth of models, 2D or 3D, that represent

the in vivo interaction of tumor and immune cells in the TME. Im-

mune cells from blood or patient tumors have been reconstituted

with heterologous established cancer cell lines in traditional

monolayer, spheroid (Feder-Mengus et al., 2008; Hirt et al.,

2014), or primary organoid cultures (Dijkstra et al., 2018). Howev-

er, such in vitromodels of tumor immunity do not robustly retain

the complex full diversity and physical architecture of the TME

and particularly do not allow the co-culture of primary tumor

epithelium with their native infiltrating immune populations en

bloc without reconstitution. Short-term preservation of murine

macrophages (Chen et al., 2018) and several human immune

cell types (Finnberg et al., 2017) have not evidenced presence

or functionality of T cells. Alternatively, custom microfluidic de-

vices with human tumor suspension-derived microspheroids

containing immune cells exhibit response to immunotherapeu-

tics, but without tumor-immune specificity (Deng et al., 2018;

Jenkins et al., 2018). Despite shortcomings, these studies

increasingly support the use of three-dimensional organoid

models for holistic study of the immune TME.
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We previously reported an air-liquid interface (ALI) murine or-

ganoid model containing tightly integrated epithelial and stromal

compartments that recapitulates multi-hit tumorigenesis within

normal stomach, pancreas, and colon organoids (Li et al.,

2014; Ootani et al., 2009). Here, we extend thismethod to culture

clinical tumor samples as patient-derived organoids (PDOs)

(Neal and Kuo, 2016; Vlachogiannis et al., 2018), in distinction

to in vivo patient-derived xenograft tumors (PDX). These PDOs

propagate primary diverse human andmouse tumors by a single

method that preserves the complex histological TME architec-

ture with tumor parenchyma and stroma, including functional,

tumor-specific TILs. The ALI PDO method is thus distinct from

organoid models lacking stroma (Boj et al., 2015; Dijkstra

et al., 2018; Fujii et al., 2016; Sato et al., 2011; van de Wetering

et al., 2015; Vlachogiannis et al., 2018). Importantly, this PDO

system allows in vitro modeling of TME-intrinsic immune cell

responses as opposed to those driven by peripheral immune

populations, which remains a key obstacle to understanding

mechanisms of checkpoint blockade (Wei et al., 2017).

RESULTS

PDOs from Diverse Tumor Histologies Preserve
Integrated Stroma
We previously generated organoids from mouse wild-type tis-

sues including intestine, stomach, and pancreas by plating me-

chanically dissociated tissue fragments in type I collagen matrix

ALI culture (Li et al., 2014; Ootani et al., 2009). Here, we adapted

this method to establish PDOs from surgically resected primary

and metastatic tumors. We successfully established ALI PDO

cultures from 100 individual patient tumors representing 19

distinct tissue sites and 28 unique disease subtypes (Figure 1A;

Mendeley Figures 1–5; Table S1; STAR Methods). Organoid

growth could be obtained with fetal calf serum alone, but was

improved by rich growth factor supplementation with R-spon-

din1 as with wild-type ALI intestinal organoids (Ootani et al.,

2009) or by WNT3A, EGF, NOGGIN, and RSPO1 (WENR) for

tumor epithelial organoids grown in submerged Matrigel (Boj

et al., 2015; Fujii et al., 2016; Sato et al., 2011; van de Wetering

et al., 2015). Thus, we utilized WENR base medium to expand

and serially passage mechanically processed tumor fragments

as ALI organoids. These PDOs included common tumor sites

such as colon, pancreas, and lung, and rarer histologies

such as bile duct ampullary adenocarcinoma, brain schwan-
Figure 1. ALI Culture of Human Patient-Derived Tumor Organoids

(A) ALI patient-derived tumor organoid (PDO) cultures from diverse tumor types

(B) PDO primary culture and secondary passage. Stereomicroscopy, human col

(C) PDOs from primary colorectal adenocarcinoma or lung adenocarcinoma reca

(D) Phase contrast (top), H&E (middle), and marker staining (bottom) of diverse d

(E) Cryorecovery and serial passage of representative PDOs.

(F) PDOs can be xenografted and re-derived as ALI organoids. Pancreatic ductal a

right). PDOs grafted s.c. in NSGmice (bottom right) generated tumors with PDAC h

left). Inset represents image of a s.c. PDAC PDO xenografted tumor in situ on th

(G) Successful PDO culture irrespective of disease stage. Bars represent TNM sta

information. Each column represents a distinct tumor.

(H) Significantly altered genes in 100 PDOs from end-to-end targeted exome and

copy number alterations (CNA).

P, passage number; d, culture day. See also Mendeley Figures 1–6 and Tables S
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noma, and salivary gland pleomorphic adenoma (Figures 1B–

1D; Mendeley Figures 1–5; Table S1) for which cell lines are

scarce (Barretina et al., 2012). PDOs typically recapitulated the

parental tumor histology (Figure 1C; Mendeley Figures 1–5);

establishment tended to be more robust with rapidly growing

high-grade tumors. Growth under hypoxic conditions was not

advantageous.

Each PDO was established via primary plating in ALI and then

passaged once to confirm viability, with an overall 73% success

rate at 1-month culture across tumor histologies (STAR

Methods). The variable presence of necrotic tumor in freshly

plated tumor samples was substantially removed by serial

passage. We assayed 15 of the most rapidly growing PDOs for

cryopreservation and 12/15 (80%) could be cryorecovered and

serially re-propagated every few weeks (Figure 1E; Mendeley

Figure 6A). Continued growth (>4 passages, >100 days) did

not always maintain complex tissue architecture resulting in

some PDOs eventually exhibiting a simple, cystic morphology

(Figure 1E). Alternatively, PDOs could be xenografted into immu-

nocompromised mice and re-derived as organoids (Figure 1F;

Mendeley Figure 6B), similar to submerged Matrigel organoids

(Boj et al., 2015; van de Wetering et al., 2015). While this method

utilized surgical samples, we have also established PDOs from

smaller core needle biopsies.

Genetic Characterization of PDOs
PDOswere generated from diverse tumor grades andmetastatic

status (Figure 1G). Targeted exome sequencing and copy-num-

ber variation analysis revealed expected PDOalterations such as

APC loss in colorectal adenocarcinoma, KRAS codon 12 muta-

tions in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, TP53 loss in non-

small cell lung cancers (NSCLC), VHL alterations in clear cell

renal carcinoma (ccRCC), and BRAFV600E in thyroid carcinoma

(Bailey et al., 2016; Cancer Genome Atlas, 2012; http://www.

cbioportal.org) (Figure 1H; Table S2; STARMethods). In a subset

of tumors with available clinical next generation sequencing,

PDOs shared identical mutations such as EGFR L858R in lung

PDOs (LT5 and LT18) and KRAS codon 12mutations in pancreas

PDOs (PT8) (Table S2C).

Preservation of Fibroblast Stroma within ALI PDOs
We previously observed that wild-type ALI organoids contain

myofibroblasts closely associated with epithelium. This is poten-

tially attributable to non-enzymatic processing, which generates
and histologies.

on adenocarcinoma PDO.

pitulate original tumor histology.

ay 30 PDOs.

denocarcinoma (PDAC) original histology (top left) is recapitulated by PDO (top

istology which, was preserved in organoids derived from the xenograft (bottom

e dorsum of a recipient mouse

ging for tumors used for PDOs. Crosshatched bars indicate unavailable staging

hot-spot exome PCR sequencing, with single nucleotide variation (SNV) and

1 and S2.

http://www.cbioportal.org
http://www.cbioportal.org
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larger contiguous sheets of cells allowing co-culture of epithe-

lium and stroma without reconstitution (Li et al., 2014; Ootani

et al., 2009), or alongside improved oxygenation in ALI (DiMarco

et al., 2014).

Importantly, PDOs preserved tumor architecture and stroma

expressing SMA and vimentin (Figure 2A). In �70% of cultures,

stromal myofibroblasts progressively decreased (kidney, colon

tumors) (Figures 2B–2C; Mendeley Figure 7). In the remainder,

particularly lung NSCLC, fibroblast proliferation was strongly

stimulated by passage and could overgrow but could be sepa-

rated from PDOs by 70 micron cell filters. Fibroblasts could be

present after cryorecovery (Figure 2D, Mendeley Figure 7) but

were typically slowly lost over successive passage except for

occasional overgrowth.

ALI organoids were also robustly generated from mouse

tumors implanted subcutaneously (s.c.) into syngeneic immuno-

competent hosts: mouse B16 melanoma transduced with SIY

peptide (Sivan et al., 2015) and mouse MC38 colon adenocarci-

noma cells in syngeneic C57BL/6 mice, or A20 B cell lymphoma

cells in syngeneic BALB/c mice. For all three mouse tumor sys-

tems, ALI organoids were easily generated, serially passaged,

and exhibited integrated SMA- and vimentin-positive stromal el-

ements that declined over a 6-week period (Figures 2E–2G). In

contrast to human PDOs, fibroblast overgrowth did not occur

in mouse ALI tumor cultures.

PDOs Preserve Diverse Integrated Immune Elements
Given the myofibroblast stroma in ALI PDOs, we investigated an

analogous presence of immune stroma. Human PDOs contained

CD3+ T cells (tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes [TILs]) integrally

embedded in close proximity to tumor epithelium (Figures 3A–

3C). PDOs also contained variable extents of CD14+ or CD68+

macrophages (Figure 3D). PDO fluorescence-activated cell sort-

ing (FACS) analysis revealed CD8+ (Tc) and CD4+ (Th) T cells,

B cells, natural killer (NK), and natural killer T (NKT) cells as

well as infiltrating CD3+ T cells expressing the immune check-

point surface receptor programmed cell death protein-1 (PD-1)

(Figure 3E). PDO TILs continually decreased over 1 month cul-

ture in WENR base medium (Figures 3F and 3G). Inclusion of

interleukin-2 (IL-2) preserved intraorganoid PDO CD3+ TIL clus-

ters and CD4+ and CD8+ subsets to approximately day 7 levels

(Figures 3H and 3I), although TILs could not be supported
Figure 2. Human and Mouse PDO Cultures Preserve Integrated Strom

(A) SMA+ and VIM+ cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) in human PDOs. Top:

parenchyma (CK19, E-cadherin) and SMA immunofluorescence (IF) is shown. B

carcinoma PDOs. IF for tumor parenchyma (TTF-1, CK7) and VIM, culture d30. C

(B) Time course of CAF preservation in representative human clear cell RCC PDO

IF; cyan, DAPI. Scale bar, 20 mm.

(C) Area quantitation of (B). n = 4 areas, error bars ± SEM, all values p < 0.05 ver

(D) Cryopreservation of PDOs preserves architecture and epithelial and stromal co

cryorecovery. H&E and IF for epithelium (E-cadherin) and stroma (SMA), scale b

(E) ALI cultures from the indicated s.c. mouse tumors borne in syngeneic immuno

bar, 400 mm). Column 2: phase contrast of P0 d7 (scale bar, 200 mm). Column 3: H

(E-cadherin, S100, CD20) or stroma (SMA, VIM) (4th and 5th columns; scale bar

(F) Passage and cryopreservation of B16-SIY mouse ALI tumor cultures. SMA IF

(G) Area quantitation of (F), B16-SIY organoids versus fresh tumor with SMA IF. n

fresh tumor; P, passage number; d, culture day.

See also Mendeley Figure 7.
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beyond 60 days even with IL-2. Variation of glutamine concen-

trations did not alter PDO T cell subsets.

ALI organoids from B16, MC38, and A20 s.c. tumors in synge-

neicmouse hosts also preserved integrated immune populations

without reconstitution. Organoids from all three mouse tumor

lines contained CD3+ TILs and CD11b+ tumor-associated mac-

rophages (TAMs) at day 7 (Figure 4A). IL-2 was needed to pre-

serve TILs at longer time points and was routinely included.

PDOs contained TILs and TAMs through serial passage at

42 days but progressively declined and again did not persist

beyond 60 days (Figures 4B–4D).

Droplet-Based Simultaneous Cell Gene Expression and
Immune Repertoire Profiling from Single Cells
We sought to confirm that PDOs faithfully represented the im-

mune diversity and T cell receptor (TCR) repertoire of the original

tumor biopsies.We thus used the ChromiumSingle-Cell Immune

Profiling Solution, a robust droplet-based assay simultaneously

determining gene expression profiles, T cell receptor, and

B cell immunoglobulin repertoires from single cells in the same

input sample (Figures 5A and S1; STAR Methods). Briefly,

single-cell suspensions were loaded onto the Chromium

controller, and full-length cDNA generated in gel beads in emul-

sion (GEMs). The purified cDNA was amplified before being

divided into 3 aliquots for 50 gene expression (GEX) library prep-

aration, and T and B cell enrichment for V(D)J library preparation

(Table S3A). This utilizes the samemicrofluidics as our previously

described Chromium Single-Cell Gene Expression Solution

(30 GEX), with similarly low doublet rate (<1% for every 1,000

cells) and high cell capture efficiency (up to �65%), which is

important for analysis of limiting organoid material (Yan et al.,

2017; Zheng et al., 2017).

As proof of concept, we applied the Chromium Immune

Profiling Solution on �3,800 human heathy donor peripheral

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and obtained GEX, T, and B

cell enrichment from the same sample (Table S3B). At least 12

sub-populations of T (naive CD4+, CD4+ effector and memory,

naive CD8+, CD8+ effector, and CD8+ memory), B (naive B and

B memory), monocytes, and dendritic cells were detected by

50 GEX, of which 1,744 (�45%) were T cells and 556 (�14%)

were B cells, based on well-characterized markers (Figures 5B,

S1B, and S1C; STAR Methods). Greater than 85% of T and B
al Cancer-Associated Fibroblasts

SMA+ CAFs in human PDAC and colorectal adenocarcinoma PDOs. Tumor

ottom: VIM+ CAFs from human lung adenocarcinoma and ampullary adeno-

yan, DAPI.

in fresh tumor (d0) and culture days 7 and 30. Magenta, PanCK IF; yellow, SMA

sus each other.

mpartments. Lung adenocarcinoma PDO at day 30 and passage 2 day 21 after

ar, 50 mm.

competent hosts. Column 1: stereomicroscopy after passage 1 (P1) d10 (scale

&E (scale bar, 100 mm). Columns 4 and 5: IF staining for tumor lineage markers

, 50 mm). Columns 3–5 are culture d7.

is depicted (green) (scale bars, light microscopy = 200 mm; IF = 50 mm).

= 5, average ± SEM, *p < 0.05 (organoids at indicated time versus tumor). FT,
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cells from the 50 GEX sample were also detected by VDJ enrich-

ment assays, linking cell-type identification and immune reper-

toires from the same cells. Among 1,744 T cells from the

50 GEX assay, 86% (1,495/1,744) had at least a productive,

full-length TCR a or b chain, with 73% (1,096/1,495) showing

both a and b chains. Most T cells contained unique TCRs, with

the most abundant TCRs shared by 0.4% (7/1,495) CD8 effector

cells (Figure 5C). Among 556 B cells from the 50 GEX assay, 99%

(551/556) had at least a productive, full-length immunoglobulin

(Ig) heavy or light (l or k) chain, with 92% (509/551) showing

paired Ig heavy and light chains (Figure 5D). Similar to T cells,

most B cells contained unique Ig receptors, with the most abun-

dant Ig shared by 0.4% (2/551) memory B cells. This lack of

clonal enrichment is expected from healthy donor T and B cells.

To assess sensitivity and accuracy, we profiled pan T and

CD19+ B cells mixed with Jurkat and GM12878 cells which

have well-characterized TCRs and Ig chains (Croce et al.,

1985) (Table S3C). Paired Jurkat TCR chains were detected at

expected frequencies of 0.1% (10/8,263 cells) and 1% (9/781

cells), with paired clonotype accuracy of at least 89% (8/9) and

91% (10/11), respectively (Table S3D). B and GM12878 mixes

behaved similarly, accurately detecting clonotype frequencies

as low as 0.1% (�10 cells) (Table S3D). This high sensitivity

and accuracy enables immune repertoire assessment when

clonal amplification is limited in tumor or organoid samples

(Table S3B).

TILswithin PDOsRecapitulate the TCRRepertoire of the
Original Tumor
We next employed the Chromium Immune Profiling Solution to

compare 50 GEX and TCR repertoires of original tumors versus

corresponding organoids. 50 GEX of the FACS CD45+ fraction

of a human clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC-1) fresh tumor

(9,914 CD45+ cells) versus day 7 PDO (10,377 CD45+ cells) re-

vealed common shared diverse immune populations including

Tc, Th, B, and NK cells. A CD8A/CD8B+ cell cluster expressing

mRNAs such as LAG3, TIGIT, HAVCR2/TIM3, and PDCD1/PD1

marked exhausted T cells (Tex); Treg cells expressing FOXP3

and IL2RA were also present (Figures 5E and S2; Tables S3B

and S3E). Macrophages were extensively of the M2 phenotype

(CD206+ CD163+ INOS�) (Figures 5E and S2). The inferred cell

types in the CD45+ fraction were consistent across ccRCC sam-

ples from 3 additional patients: one with a fresh tumor/organoid

pair ccRCC (ccRCC-2) and ccRCC organoids from two further
Figure 3. Immune Components within Human PDOs

(A–C) IF staining of d14 PDOs from lung adenocarcinoma (A), clear cell renal cell c

associated with tumor epithelium (magenta, PanCK, S100), DAPI (cyan), scale b

(D) PDOs contain TAMs. Anti-CD14, E-Cad, or CD68 staining in PDOs from hum

(ccRCC) (right). Scale bar, 50 mm.

(E) Diverse immune components upon FACS analysis of d7 lung adenocarcinom

(F) CD3+ TIL content in representative human ccRCC PDO in fresh tumor (d0) an

co-stain. % area ratio of CD3+ cells indicated in red in the lower right corner. Sc

(G) FACS quantitation of CD3, CD4, and CD8 TIL number/106 organoid cells

d7 and d30.

(H) FACS analysis of IL-2-expanded organoid TILs. LC-1–LC-4: independent lun

IU/mL IL-2. LC-5 and KT-1-4 (ccRCC) PDO-infiltrating T cells persist at d21–28 w

yellow, CD4.

(I) CD3+ TIL IF staining in representative d30 ccRCC PDO ± IL-2 (100 IU/ml). Yel
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individuals (ccRCC-A, ccRCC-B) (Figure S3; Mendeley Figure 8;

Tables S3B and S3E). The immune diversity of T, B, and NK cells

was generally reproduced across distinct PDOs and/or corre-

sponding fresh tumor (FT), except for variable macrophage con-

tent (Figures 5E, S2, and S3; Mendeley Figure 8), consistent with

other reports (Azizi et al., 2018).

Furthermore, PDOs faithfully recapitulated the TCR repertoire

of the original tumor biopsies. In matched fresh tumor and PDO

pairs, parallel single-cell 50 V(D)J sequencing of TCR a and b

chains from FACS TILs (single CD45+ cells having TCR rear-

rangements) (Figure 5F) revealed that TCR clonotype composi-

tion was strongly preserved between PDO and FT, regardless

of clone definition by TCR a, b, or ab chains. Indeed, (1) the

most expanded clone in a given FT was consistently the most

expanded clone in the corresponding PDO (Figures 5G–5I and

S4), and (2) the cell count of the observed clones was signifi-

cantly correlated between FT and PDO (p < 0.01, permutation

test) (Figures 5H and S4). Notably, the highest represented

TCR clonotypes in both FT and PDOs were identically concen-

trated in exhausted T cells (Figures 5I, 5J, and S5). We also inde-

pendently confirmed strong TCR repertoire concordance in FT

versus day 7 PDO by previously described SMART-seq2 TCR

a and b CDR3 single-cell sequencing (Han et al., 2014; Picelli

et al., 2014) in two individual human NSCLC clinical samples

(NSCLC-1, NSCLC-2, p < 0.01, permutation test) (Mendeley

Figure 9; Table S3E). Overall, TCR analysis by the Chromium

Immune Profiling Solution revealed �300 FT/PDO overlapping

TCR clonotypes, or �103 more than by Smart-Seq2 (Han

et al., 2014) (Figures 5G–5I and S4; Mendeley Figure 9), attribut-

able to the formermethod capturingmore than 103 the cell num-

ber in FT/PDO with corresponding deeper TCR profiling and

higher confidence in the observed concordance.

In Vitro PD-1/PD-L1 Immune Checkpoint Blockade
Expands and Activates Antigen-Specific TILs within
Murine Tumor Organoids
Wenext examined TIL functionality withinmurine organoids from

MC38, B16-SIY, and A20-OVA s.c. tumors in syngeneic immu-

nocompetent hosts (Figures 2E and 4). The corresponding

MC38, B16-SIY, and A20-OVA tumor organoids were treated

with function-blocking monoclonal anti-murine PD-1 or PD-L1

antibodies versus control IgG for 7 days (Figure 6; STAR

Methods). Both anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 strongly increased

CD8+ TILs per total organoid CD3+ TILs (Figure 6A) or total
arcinoma (ccRCC) (B), and melanoma (C) identifies CD3+ TILs (yellow) closely

ar, 25 mm.

an lung adenocarcinoma (left, middle) or human clear cell renal cell carcinoma

a and ccRCC PDOs.

d culture days 7 and 30. PanCK (green) and CD3+ TIL (red) IF and DAPI (blue)

ale bar, 20 mm.

from representative ccRCC PDO, +/� IL-2 for fresh tumor (FT) and culture

g NSCLC PDOs grown for 7d ± IL-2. �, no IL-2; +, 600 IU/mL IL-2; ++, 6,000

ithout IL-2 but are significantly expanded with IL-2 (6,000 IU/mL). Blue, CD8;

low, CD3; magenta, PanCK; cyan, DAPI. Scale bar, 20 mm.
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Figure 4. Immune Components within Mouse ALI Tumor Organoids

(A)Mouse ALI organoids from syngeneic s.c. mouseMC38, B16-SIY, and A20-OVA tumors retain integrated TILs and TAMs at culture d7. Columns 1–3: IF for CD3

(red, left column), CD8 (green, middle column), or merge (yellow, right column). Column 4: CD11b IF (red). Blue, DAPI. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(B) Integrated TILs persist in mouse B16-SIY ALI organoids after serial passage and extended time points. Red, CD3 IF; green, CD8 IF; blue, DAPI. Scale

bar, 50 mm.

(C) Area quantitation of CD3 and CD8 immunofluorescence in B16-SIY fresh tumor versus organoid culture P0 d7 and P1 d28, n = 2 sections from each of 2

biological replicates (n = 4 total); error bars ± SEM; *p < 0.05 for CD8 P1 d28 versus CD8 tumor.

(D) Area quantitation of CD11b immunofluorescence from the experiment in (C). Error bars ± SEM; *p < 0.05 for P1 d28 vs. tumor.
organoid cells (including tumor epithelium) (Figure 6B), paralle-

ling CD8+ TIL expansion by anti-PD-1 within MC38 and B16 tu-

mors in vivo and in patient peripheral blood (Huang et al.,
2017; Kamphorst et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2017). Induction of

mRNA for T cell activation marker interferon-gamma (Ifng) and

the cytolytic markers perforin-1 (Prf1) and granzyme B (Gzmb)
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are each associated with clinical responses to anti-PD-1/PD-L1

checkpoint blockade (Herbst et al., 2014). Accordingly, anti-

PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 each activated CD8+ TILs in MC38, B16-

SIY, and A20-OVA organoids, prominently stimulating Ifng,

Prf1, and Gzmb mRNA (Figure 6C) even after cryopreservation

and recovery (Mendeley Figure 10). Anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1

both strongly promoted tumor epithelial cell killing in B16-SIY

organoids, with 2- to 3-fold increased annexin-V(+)/7-AAD(�)

early apoptotic cells and 7- to 14-fold induction of annexin-

V(+)/7-AAD(+) late apoptotic and necrotic cells versus control

IgG (Figures 6D, 6E, and S6A).

The stable transduction of the B16-SIYmelanoma line with the

immunogenic SIYRYYGL peptide (SIY) allows FACS enumera-

tion of organoid CD8+ TILs bearing SIY-reactive TCR via SIY

peptide-loaded H-2Kb tetramer staining (Sivan et al., 2015). In

B16-SIY organoids from s.c. tumor-bearing C57BL/6 mice, the

proportion of TILs with SIY-reactive TCRs was well maintained

between B16-SIY fresh tumor and organoid (Figure 6F). Notably,

anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1 expanded SIY tetramer-reactive CD8+

TILs in B16-SIY organoids (Figures 6F and 6G) with lack of stain-

ing by negative control SIINFEKL (SIIN) peptide tetramers.

Anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 activated SIY-recognizing CD8+ orga-

noid TILs with Ifng, Prf1, and GzmbmRNA induction (Figure 6H).

SIY-reactive TILs persisted after serial passage at culture day 42

and were expanded and activated by anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1

(Figures 6I and 6J). Anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1 responses were

highly reproducible among biological replicates, indicating that

ALI organoid TILs are both functional and robustly recapitulate

the PD-1/PD-L1 immune checkpoint.

Human Organoid TILs Functionally Recapitulate the PD-
1-Dependent Immune Checkpoint
The PDO preservation of primary tumor epithelium en bloc with

native endogenous TILs affords an opportunity for in vitro human

immunotherapy modeling. We thus investigated the functional

human PDO response to anti-PD-1 within a clinically actionable

7-day time frame. PDOs were established from 20 additional

distinct surgically resected tumors representing the immuno-

therapy-responsive neoplasms NSCLC (n = 9), ccRCC (n = 8),

and melanoma (n = 3) and treated with either the therapeutic

PD-1 blocking antibody nivolumab (Topalian et al., 2012) or

isotype human IgG4 control (Figure 7; STAR Methods).
Figure 5. Droplet-Based Tandem Single-Cell 50 V(D)J and 50 RNA-Seq
(A) Chromium Single-Cell Immune Profiling Solution. Single-cell 50 GEX and enric

(B) t-SNE plot of 50 single-cell RNA (scRNA)-seq human healthy donor PBMCs.

(C and D) Left: t-SNE plot of (B) with PBMCs having rearranged TCR (C) or Ig (D)

Right: top 10 paired TCR (C) or Ig (D) clonotypes from T or B cells, respectively.

(E) t-SNE plots of 50 RNA-seq of human ccRCC CD45+ FACS cells from fresh tu

(F) t-SNE plots of single-cell 50 V(D)J-seq of human ccRCC CD45+ cells from FT

T cell enrichment assay from (E) are colored in magenta and correspond to T ce

(G) Observed frequency of top 10 TCR clonotypes in FT versus PDO from (E) (ra

(H) Scatterplot of cell counts betweenmatching FT and PDO clonotypes from (F) (l

distinct clonotypes having same frequencies in fresh tumor and organoid). Conc

tion test).

(I) Paired TCRab chain sequences and exact cell counts of the number of indi

clonotypes are denoted by dark red, green, and blue dots.

(J) t-SNE plots revealing the top 2 clonotypes in FT and PDO localize to exhaust

See also Figures S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5, Mendeley Figures 8 and 9, Table S3, a
Nivolumab extinguished PD-1 FACS signal on CD3+ T cells, indi-

cating nivolumab saturation of TIL cell-surface PD-1 via antibody

competition against the distinct anti-PD-1 monoclonal used in

FACS. Significantly, in 6 of 20 PDOs, nivolumab elicited high-

grade induction (>5-fold) of IFNG, PRF1, and/or GZMB within

organoid FACS CD3+ TILs, denoting functional in vitro recapitu-

lation of checkpoint inhibition (Figure 7A). PDO TIL activation

responses to nivolumab (6/20) spanned NSCLC (33%, 3/9),

RCC (25%, 2/8), and melanoma (33%, 1/3) PDOs, concordant

with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 response rates in clinical NSCLC trials

(Borghaei et al., 2015; Brahmer et al., 2015; Garon et al., 2015;

Herbst et al., 2016), RCC (Motzer et al., 2015), and melanoma

(Ribas et al., 2015; Robert et al., 2015;Weber et al., 2015). In par-

allel, nivolumab also expanded PDO CD8+ TILs by >35% in 5/6

activation responders versus 2/14 non-responders, with variable

CD4+ TIL induction (Figures S7A–S7C).

Tumor IHC using an anti-PD-L1 antibody (clone 28-8) is a

companion diagnostic for nivolumab treatment19 and analogous

PD-L1 IHC testing is performed for the PD-1 antibody pembroli-

zumab. These can be confounded by antibody specificity, tumor

PD-L2 expression, PD-L1 expression on multiple TME cell types

(Topalian et al., 2016), and significant false-positive and false-

negatives (Carbognin et al., 2015; Garon et al., 2015). Thus, we

compared the PDO response to nivolumab against the CLIA-

certified PD-L1 clone 28-8 IHC assay. Notably, PDO TIL activa-

tion markers did not correlate with the 28-8 PD-L1 IHC assay

except for GZMB (r = 0.51, p = 0.03) (Figures 7B and S7D–

S7G). Further, the IFNG/PRF1/GZMB TIL activation response

was not correlated with PDO CD4/CD8 ratio or T cell frequency

but was correlated with PD-1 expression frequency on PDO TILs

(Figures 7C and S7D–S7G). We further examined anti-PD-1-

dependent tumor cell killing in an independent cohort of 10 addi-

tional PDOs encompassing surgically resected ccRCC (5),

NSCLC (3), bladder urothelial carcinoma (1), and melanoma (1)

alongside anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibody treatment to expand

organoid TILs. Although baseline tumor necrosis was present in

these freshly plated cultures, 2 out of 10 PDOs (ccRCC, bladder

urothelial carcinoma) exhibited nivolumab-dependent tumor

cytotoxicity in parallel with TIL expansion and activation (Figures

7D–7F and S6B–S6D). Overall, these studies strongly indicate

that human PDO TILs functionally recapitulate the PD-1-depen-

dent immune checkpoint.
of Immune Cells

hment libraries can be generated from the same sample.

clonotypes by single-cell 50 V(D)J-seq and T cell enrichment assay (magenta).

mor (FT, left) or day 7 PDO (right).

(left) versus day 7 PDO (right). Cells with detected TCR clonotypes by 50 V(D)J
ll identity by 50 scRNA-seq in (E).

nked by order in FT).

og scale). Circles with larger sizes indicate multiple overlapping data points (i.e.,

ordance (R2 = 0.719) between FT and PDO is significant (p < 0.01, permuta-

vidual TILs expressing each unique TCR clonotype in (F) and (G). The top 3

ed T cells identified by 50 RNA-seq in (E).

nd STAR Methods.
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DISCUSSION

We describe an organoid methodology facilitating in vitro TME

study by preserving primary tumor epithelium en bloc with

endogenous immune and non-immune stromal elements. Such

PDOs allow human in vitro immunotherapy modeling via unified

culture of tumor epithelium together with their native syngeneic,

autologous tumor-reactive TILs, as opposed to epithelial-only

organoid models (Boj et al., 2015; Fujii et al., 2016; Sato et al.,

2011; van de Wetering et al., 2015), or co-culture reconstitution

of peripheral blood or TILs with cancer cell lines (Feder-Mengus

et al., 2008; Hirt et al., 2014) or organoids (Dijkstra et al., 2018).

Here, the in vivo association between native TILs and tumor cells

is preserved in vitro, with MHC tetramer detection of tumor anti-

gen-specific T cells. Importantly, both human and mouse tumor

organoid TILs functionally exhibit activation, expansion, and

cytotoxicity responses to PD-1/PD-L1 checkpoint blockade

with rapid 7-day assessment. Our method notably preserves

diverse endogenous immune cell types besides T cells, including

macrophages, B, and NK cells, versus reconstitution of clonally

expanded or TCR-engineered TIL populations added to tumor

cells (Feder-Mengus et al., 2008; Hirt et al., 2014; Dijkstra

et al., 2018; Feldman et al., 2015; Forget et al., 2017; Tran

et al., 2016).

Mouse and human ALI tumor organoid cultures differ in

several respects. Cell line-based mouse organoids exhibit

rapid and reproducible doubling time and serial passage. In

contrast, human PDOs exhibit highly variable growth corre-

lating with high- versus low-grade tumor histology and initial

condition of the tumor biopsy (tumor viability, pre- or post-

treatment, sample acquisition delay). Necrotic tissue is thus

differentially present in the primary plating, from which viable

organoids proliferate. TIL activation, expansion, and cytotox-

icity responses are stereotyped in immunogenic mouse tumor

organoids but are differ broadly in human PDOs from well-

documented intrinsic intrapatient differences in tumor and im-

mune composition and resistance to checkpoint inhibition.

The immune and fibroblast stroma in both human and mouse

organoids progressively decline over a 1- to 2-month period.
Figure 6. A Functional PD-1/PD-L1 Immune Checkpoint in Organoid

tent Hosts

(A) FACS analysis of CD3+CD8+ T cells in B16-SIY, A20-OVA, and MC38 mouse

IgG, from a single representative experiment from n = 3 biological replicates for

(B) FACS quantification of CD8+ TILs/106 organoid cells from (A) after 7 days org

(C) qRT-PCR analysis of FACS CD3+ TILs from (A) after 7 days of aPD-1 and aPD-

n = 3. Error bars ± SEM. * Ifng, Ϯ Gzmb, or D Prf1 control versus aPD-1/aPD-L1

(D) aPD-1 and aPD-L1 induce tumor organoid epithelial cell cytotoxicity. B16-S

aPD-1, aPD-L1, or IgG. Tumor epithelial cell death was analyzed by FACS usin

apoptotic (orange) and annexin-V(+)/7-AAD(+) late apoptotic and necrotic cells (

(E) FACS histogram plot of 7-AAD staining within late apoptotic and necrotic ann

(F) SIY tetramer FACS staining of antigen-specific T cells per total CD8+ T cel

organoids after 7d aPD-1, aPD-L1, or IgG treatment. Negative control SIIN tetra

(G) Quantification of SIY tetramer-reactive CD8+ TILs per total organoid cells fro

(H) qRT-PCR of FACS SIY tetramer-reactive CD8+ TILs from (F). n = 3 technical rep

L1 = versus IgG control, p < 0.05.

(I) aPD-1 and aPD-L1 induce SIY-specific TILs in passage 2 B16-SIY organoids,

independent experiments.

(J) qRT-PCR analysis of CD8+ SIY tetramer-reactive TILs from (I). n = 3 technica

See also Figure S6, Mendeley Figure 10, and STAR Methods.
Although TIL loss can be slowed by IL-2 or anti-CD3/anti-

CD28, future optimization is needed to preserve TILs beyond

the current 60 days limit.

Tumor immunity arises from concerted action of actively

communicating peripheral and intratumoral components

(Pardoll, 2012; Spitzer et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2017). However,

current in vivo systems cannot resolve the intratumoral immune

response into distinct contributions from immune cells in the

periphery versus those intrinsically resident in the TME. The

present PDOs represent a minimal system allowing identification

of such local events within the immune TME. It has been uncer-

tain whether anti-PD-1 antibodies expand intratumoral ex-

hausted-like CD8+ T cells via primary action on peripheral versus

tumor-infiltrating populations since PD-1 blockade increases

exhausted-like TILs (Wei et al., 2017) but also proliferation of

peripheral blood PD-1+ CD8+ T cells (Huang et al., 2017; Kam-

phorst et al., 2017). Accordingly, anti-PD-1 and anti-PD-L1

activation of TILs within human and mouse PDOs identify PD-1

axis blockade within the TME as sufficient to elicit both TIL

expansion and activation. We also find expanded ccRCC TIL

TCR clonotypes concentrated within exhausted T cells, which

may facilitate tumor progression.

The present PDOs, although encapsulating immune effec-

tors within the TME, by no means exclude essential peripheral

immune system contributions that are clearly essential for

optimal anti-tumor immunity (Huang et al., 2017; Kamphorst

et al., 2017; Spitzer et al., 2017). Certainly, combining ALI

PDOs with immune components from lymph node or blood

(Dijkstra et al., 2018) may generate even more holistic models

that model bidirectional communication between tumor and

periphery. Equivalent organoids could enable study of epithe-

lial-immune interactions in inflammatory, infectious or autoim-

mune conditions.

The accurate modeling of intratumoral aspects of cancer

immunotherapy is strongly supported by faithful recapitulation

of TCR repertoires between fresh tumors and corresponding

PDOs. Here, we introduce a robust single-cell-based method-

ology allowing tandem gene expression and immune profiling

from tens of thousands of individual cells. Similar to our prior
s Derived from s.c. Mouse Tumors in Syngeneic Immunocompe-

tumor-derived organoids after 7 days in vitro aPD-1/aPD-L1 treatment versus

each tumor line.

anoid aPD-1 and aPD-L1 treatment.

L1 treatment. Ifng,Gzmb and Prf1mRNA expression normalized to control IgG.

= p < 0.05.

IY ALI organoids from syngeneic C57BL/6 s.c. tumors were cultured for 7d ±

g anti-melanoma antibody pre-gating to denote annexin-V(+)/7-AAD(�) early

pink). Representative of n = 3 independent experiments.

exin-V(+) cells from (D).

ls in freshly dissociated parental B16-SIY tumor (upper left) versus B16-SIY

mer was devoid of signal. Representative of n = 3 independent experiments.

m (F).

licates. Error bars ± SEM; * Ifng, ϮGzmb, or D Prf1 control versus: aPD-1/aPD-

culture d42. FACS of CD8+ SIY tetramer-reactive TILs. Representative of n = 3

l replicates. Error bars ± SEM, *p < 0.05 versus IgG.
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30 single-cell RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) workflow (Zheng

et al., 2017), this Chromium Immune Profiling Solution exhibits

high single-cell capture efficiency without FACS, greatly

streamlining the single-cell sequencing of paired TCR a and b

chains, or Ig heavy and light chains. The low multiplet rate

(<1% for every 1,000 cells) allows simultaneous profiling of

1,000s of cells; in our PDO samples with larger number of cells,

we can further computationally filter doublets by our robust

analysis workflow, which simultaneously considers UMI counts

and gene counts, as well as immune markers from single-cell

transcriptomes.

Simultaneous determination of single-cell transcriptome and

TCR or Ig rearrangements links immune repertoire to various

states of T and B cells, while strongly enhancing their discrimina-

tion from other immune cell types. As applied here, the single-

cell transcriptome assay demonstrates that PDOs from multiple

donors preserve all main immune lineages and is complemen-

tary to CyTOF-based profiling of the immune TME (Chevrier

et al., 2017; Lavin et al., 2017). Similarly, the deep V(D)J enrich-

ment analysis strongly infers that dominant TCR clonotypes from

initial tumor biopsies are both extremely well represented in

daughter organoids and identically concentrated within ex-

hausted T cells. This high sensitivity and cell throughput

confidently detects even rare TCR clonotypes that correspond

between fresh tumor and PDO as low as �0.1% and up to

10,000 organoid TILs having TCR V(D)J rearrangements. Indeed,

our computational workflow strongly reproduces similar immune

landscapes across samples with clonotype patterns that

remarkably coincide with individual transcriptomes. Recent

paired single-cell TCR and transcriptome measurements have

also found breast cancer clonotype phenotypes (Azizi et al.,

2018). Here, we leverage abundant cell counts and confidently

detected clonotypes, so each sample independently manifests

clonotype phenotypes based on cell-type markers. This enables

unbiased analysis of concordance between matched fresh

tumor and PDO at the resolution of distinct clonotypes. A prior

single-cell FACSmethod (Han et al., 2014) confirms that organo-

ids accurately recapitulate the dominant TCR repertoire of the

original tumor, albeit at lower cellular throughput (250–600 TILs)

and power.

Extending the substantial benefits of immunotherapy is an

unmet need, as only a minority of unstratified patients respond

to PD-1/PD-L1 targeting (Gandini et al., 2016). PDOs could be

applied to study additional immunotherapies or immune check-

points including targeting of B, NK, or macrophages, cell-

based immunotherapies such as chimeric antigen receptor
Figure 7. In Vitro Recapitulation of the PD-1-Dependent Immune Chec

(A) IFNG, GZMB, and PRF1 qRT-PCR of FACS-purified CD3+ TILs from NSCLC,

nivolumab-treated normalized to IgG4, n = 3 technical replicates. 28-8 PD-L1

bars, ±SEM.

(B) Clone 28-8 PD-L1 IHC of fresh tumor from PDO responders from (A). Origina

(C) FACS T cell profiling of PDOs versus qRT-PCR ± nivolumab with % PD-1 T c

(D) Anti-PD-1 (nivolumab) induction of PDO tumor epithelial cell death. 7-AAD FA

urothelial carcinoma PDOs received nivolumab or IgG4 with anti-CD3 + anti-CD

(E) FACS analysis of CD3+, CD8+, and CD4+ PDO TILs per 106 organoid cells fro

(F) qRT-PCR of PRF1, GZMB, and IFNG mRNA from FACS-purified CD3+ PDO T

p < 0.001). n = 3 technical replicates, error bars ±SEM.

See also Figures S6B–S6D and S7 and STAR Methods.
T cells, iPSC-based organoids with stromal elements (Spence

et al., 2011), or mediation of anti-PD-1 effects by TAMs (Gor-

don et al., 2017) and peripheral blood monocytes (Krieg

et al., 2018). Additional studies will be required to extend

long-term PDO preservation of TILs and other immune cell

types and define functional sequelae of their long-term co-cul-

ture with tumor epithelium. PDOs could also facilitate predictive

assessment of individualized patient responses to clinically

approved immune therapies or combinations. Our rapid func-

tional in vitro organoid assessment of anti-PD-1 activity within

a clinically relevant 7-day time frame could complement

descriptive biomarkers such as PD-L1 IHC, neoantigen burden,

or peripheral blood monocyte content (Anagnostou et al., 2017;

Carbognin et al., 2015; Garon et al., 2015; Krieg et al., 2018;

Rizvi et al., 2015). As we used organoids derived from ‘‘cura-

tive-intent’’ surgical resection samples without parallel patient

treatment, future prospective studies will be required to

establish definitive correlations between organoid and patient

immunotherapy responses, by analogy to microfluidic culture

approaches (Deng et al., 2018; Jenkins et al., 2018). PDOs or

analogous methods may also allow cryopreservable biobanks

of the human immune TME for research and drug discovery,

with potential relevance to adoptive cell transfer TIL-based

immunotherapies (Feldman et al., 2015; Forget et al., 2017;

Tran et al., 2016). Ultimately, PDOs incorporating immune

and other stromal components may help actualize the promise

of precision cancer therapies.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Human specimens
Primary andmetastatic tumor tissues were obtained through the Stanford Tissue Bank from patients undergoing surgical resection at

Stanford University Medical Center (SUMC). All experiments utilizing human material were approved by the SUMC Institutional

Review Board and performed under protocols #28908, #26213 and #17425. Written informed consent for research was obtained

from donors prior to tissue acquisition. Samples were obtained from adult male or female patients who were treatment-naive and

accrued continuously to saturate a diversity of tumor histologies and to observe in vitro responses to checkpoint inhibitors. Specific

collection of age and gender information was not performed for the samples of Figure 1 and Figures 7A–7C, which were anonymized,

but was collected for Figure 5 (Table S3E) and Figures 7D–7F (Table S4). Analysis of influence of gender identity upon experiments

was not performed. Samples were confirmed to be tumor by pathological assessment at SUMC and further validated by targeted

exome sequencing (see below). Additional sample information is available in Tables S1A and S1B. Samples were not allocated to

distinct experimental groups because PDOs typically were subdivided and received both a control and a test treatment (i.e., check-

point inhibition).

Mouse models
Female C57BL/6 mice or BALB/c mice were used for subcutaneous tumor implantation (Mice were obtained from Taconic

Biosciences) in accordance with NIH and Stanford Administrative Panel on Laboratory animal Care (APLAC). Mice were housed

in pairs and used for experimentation at 4-8 weeks of age. Animals were maintained on a 12-hour light/dark cycle, in a temperature-

and humidity-controlled room with food and water.

METHOD DETAILS

Preparing ALI organoid plates
Inserts containing a permeable, membranous bottom (PICM03050, Millicell-CM, Millipore) were inserted into tissue culture dishes as

described (Li et al., 2014; Ootani et al., 2009). Collagen gel matrices were prepared for transwell inserts by mixing collagen matrix

(Cellmatrix type I-A or Rat Collagen I), 10 X concentrated sterile culture medium (Ham’s F-12), and sterile reconstitution buffer

(2.2 g NaHCO3 in 100 mL of 0.05 N NaOH and 200 mM HEPES) on ice at a ratio of 8:1:1 until use. After mixing collagen matrix

and concentrated culture medium, reconstitution buffer was added and mixed again, avoiding bubbles. This reconstituted collagen

solution was kept on ice (4�C) to prevent gel formation until added to the insert. 1 mL of reconstituted collagen solution was added to

the insert under sterile conditions, serving as a bottom layer gel without tissue. The bottom layer was left to solidify for 30min either in

the hood or in a 37�C incubator.

Human PDO culture
Tumor tissues were minced finely on ice, washed twice in ADMEM/F12 (Invitrogen) containing 1X Normocin (InvivoGen), resus-

pended in 1 mL of Type I collagen gel (Trevigen), and layered on top of pre- solidified 1 mL collagen gel within a 30 mm, 0.4 mm inner

transwell to form the double dish air-liquid culture system as described above. The transwell containing tumor tissue and collagen

was placed into an outer 60mmcell culture dish containing 1.0mL of medium (ADMEM/F12 supplemented with 50%Wnt3a, RSPO1,

Noggin-conditioned media (L-WRN, ATCC) with HEPES (1 mM, Invitrogen), Glutamax (1X, Invitrogen), Nicotinamide (10 mM, Sigma),

N-Acetylcysteine (1 mM, Sigma), B-27 without vitamin A (1X, Invitrogen), A83-01 (0.5 mM, Tocris), Pen-Strep Glutamine (1X, Invitro-

gen), Gastrin (10 nM, Sigma), SB-202190 (10 mM, Sigma), and EGF (50 ng/mL, Invitrogen) followed by replacing the lid of the outer

dish. Organoids were passaged every 14-30 days by dissociation with 200 unitsml�1 collagenase IV (Worthington) at 37�C for 30min,

followed by three 5 minute washes with 100% FBS and replating at a 1:4 split into new air-liquid interface collagen gels. Additionally,

in some cases, media was supplemented with recombinant human IL-2 (Peprotech) at 100, 600 or 6000 IU/ml as indicated.

Xenotransplantation of human PDOs
For xenotransplantation experiments, PDO cultures were dissociated in 200 units/ml collagenase IV (Worthington) at 37�C for 30min,

washed twice in ADMEM/F12, digested in Liberase-TL (Roche; 50 mg/mL final concentration) at 37�C for 15min, and washed in PBS.

From this suspension, 1 million cells were resuspended in 50 ml PBS, mixed with 50 ml cold growth factor reduced Cultrex Reduced

Growth Factor BME2 (Trevigen), and injected subcutaneously into NSG mice (NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ, Jackson

Laboratory).

Organoid culture from subcutaneous mouse tumors
B16-SIY, MC38, A20-OVA cells were cultured in DMEM with 10% FCS (Invitrogen) and 1X Pen-Strep Glutamine (Invitrogen, Cat No.

10379). 106 cells were implanted s.c. to 4-6week old female C57Bl6 (B16-SIY, ThomasGajewski; Sivan et al., 2015;MC38, Ron Levy,

Stanford) or BALB/c (A20-OVA,Mark Davis, Stanford) mice. Tumors of approximately 500�1000mm3were dissected, minced finely,

washed twice in F12 (Invitrogen) containing 1X Normocin (InvivoGen), resuspended in 1 mL of type I collagen gel (Trevigen), and

layered on top of 1 mL of pre-reconstructed collagen within a 30 mm, 0.4 mm inner transwell. The inner transwell was placed into
Cell 175, 1972–1988.e1–e8, December 13, 2018 e3



an outer 60mm tissue culture dish containing 1.0mL of growthmedium (F12 (Invitrogen), 20%FBS, 1X Normocin supplemented with

murine IL-2 (Peprotech) at 500 IU/m)l and the lid of the outer dish was replaced as previously described (Li et al., 2014; Ootani et al.,

2009). Organoidswere passaged every 7-14 days by dissociation with 300 unitsml�1 collagenase IV (Worthington) at 37�C for 30min,

followed by three 5 minute washes with 100% FBS and propagation at a 1:4 ratio into new air-liquid interface collagen gels. Growth

media was replaced once every week.

Targeted panel and exome sequencing of organoid cultures
Organoid cultures were sequenced using a commercial targeted resequencing assay for 131 cancer genes and software (TOMA

SIGNOME Tumor Profiling System, Foster City, CA). Alternatively, for the data obtained with the TOMA SIGNOME panel, SNV

and indels where identified using the TOMA SIGNOME Analysis pipeline (http://tomabio.com/products/toma-signome-tumor-

profiling-system/) to identify somatic mutations from germline variants. For this study, raw variants produced by the pipeline were

filtered by quality to include both germline and somatic variants for downstream analyzes.

Alternatively, organoid cultures were sequenced with the Broad Institute Rapid Cancer Detection Panel in which DNA samples

were sequenced using TruSeq Custom Amplicon (TSCA; Illumina) technology. To build the targeted sequencing panel, Rapid Cancer

Detection panel, we designed 3566 amplicon primers (Table S3). The Broad Institute Genomic Platform performed library construc-

tion and sequencing was performed using a Nextseq sequencer.

Sequencing of original patient tumors was carried out by Stanford Hospital using the Stanford Actionable Mutation Panel (STAMP).

This assay detects potentially clinically actionable mutations, as well as additional genes that are frequently mutated in cancers.

STAMP is a targeted next generation sequencing method optimized for ultra-deep sequencing of formalin fixed tumor biopsy tissue

specimens. The workflow includes acoustic shearing of isolated genomic DNA, followed by efficient preparation of sequencing

libraries and a target enrichment approach to capture genomic regions of interest for sequencing. The enrichment is done using

custom designed libraries of capture oligonucleotides that target a specific set of genomic regions. This panel targets 130 genes,

either in part or fully, with the genes selected on the basis of their known impact as actionable targets of existing and emerging

anti-cancer therapies, their prognostic features, and/or their mutation recurrence frequency across patients with known cancer

types. These genomic features are interrogated to achieve a minimum analytic detection-limit of at least 5%. Pooled libraries are

sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq system. This test covers 130 genes, either in part or fully, at a minimum analytic detection limit

of 5%.

Organoid sample quality checking
We utilized 3 quality control (QC) points, including mouse species contamination, sequencing coverage, and fingerprinting to ensure

the purity of human materials, sequencing result quality, and patient unique identity of individual samples before further mutation

analyses. To exclude mouse contamination in human PDOs, we analyzed 10 SNPs that uniquely identify the mouse strain used. If

the genotype for more than 8 of the SNPs matched with greater than 75% to that of the mouse, the sample was labeled as contam-

inated. For coverage QC, we extracted coverage info using the DepthofCov algorithm (https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/

documentation/tooldocs/current/org_broadinstitute_gatk_tools_walkers_coverage_DepthOfCoverage.php) and excluded any

sample with mean target coverage less than 50x. For fingerprinting QC, we analyzed the samples for fingerprinting matches against

all previous sequenced samples by comparing the genotype at each of the 82 Fluidigm SNPs with a cutoff percent matching of 70%.

Mutation analyses
SNVs and Indels were extracted using MuTect and the HG19/GRC37 genome build (Cibulskis et al., 2013; full instructions available

at https://software.broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/mutect_run), and Indelocator (http://software.broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/

indelocator), respectively. All computing processes were through Broad Firehose, the Broad Institute’s analysis platform (https://

www.broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/Firehose). The SNVs and Indels mutation data were then combined into a single MAF file. In

order to remove common sequencing artifacts or residual germline variation, each mutation in the combined MAF file was subjected

to a ‘‘Panel of Normals’’ filtering using a panel of over 4000 BAM files from normal samples. We next filtered out mutations with low

read count (< 20 reads), or ones classified as RNA, UTR, IGR, Intron, Silent, or Flank as well as any possible germline event from the

ExAC and dbSNP databases, and mutations with low tumor fraction (< 3%). Finally, we rescued known cancer mutations found in

COSMIC and TCGA databases. The log2 (T/N) copy number variation was generated from the coverage per interval and normalized

it using a panel of normal (30 samples) with > = 50X coverage. We determined whether a sample has a clear copy number alteration

(CNA) based on either a) the percentage of altered (insertion/deletion) intervals is significantly greater than the percentage altered in

normal samples or b) there is any chromosome with a significantly longer continuous region of altered intervals compared to normal.

Therefore, we characterized that the sample is verified tumor if it passes all three quality control steps and either has clear SNVs/

Indels or has clear CNA.

Histological analysis and immunofluorescence
Organoids were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde overnight, paraffin embedded and sectioned (4–5 mm). Sections were deparaffi-

nized and stained with H&E for histological analysis. Human immunofluorescence analysis was carried out using the following

primary antibodies: anti-CK19 (DSHB, TROMA-III, 1:25), anti-SMA (Abcam, ab5694, 1:1000), anti-vimentin (Millipore, AB1620,
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1:1000), anti-E-cadherin (BD, 610181, 1:1000), anti-p63 (Abcam, ab63881, 1:50), anti-CAIX (Novus, NB100-417, 1:1000), anti-S100

(Abcam, ab52642, 1:200), anti-CK7 (Abcam, ab9021, 1:100), anti-pan-cytokeratin (Abcam, ab7753, 1:200), anti-chromogranin A (Ab-

cam, ab15160, 1:200). Mouse immunofluorescence analysis utilized anti-Mouse CD8a (4SM16, BD, 1:100), anti-mouse CD3e (145-

2C11, BD, 1:100), anti-mouse CD4 (4SM95, BD, 1:100), anti-CD11b (ab1333357, Abcam, 1:2000), anti-Vimentin (Ab5733, EMD,

1:2000), anti-CD20 (Abcam, 1:100). All secondary antibodies were used at 1:500. All images were captured on a Zeiss Axio-Imager

Z1 with ApoTome attachment.

Immunohistochemistry
CLIA-certified PD-L1 immunohistochemistry analyses were performed byNeoGenomics Laboratories using the FDA-approved Dako

28-8 pharmDx companion diagnostic antibody. CD68 immunohistochemistry was performed using anti-CD68 (DAKO, M0814, clone

KP1) using Ventana CC1 solution (pH 8.5) for heat-induced epitope retrieval and Optiview detection kit, using the Ventana Ultra

Instrument.

Activation and analysis of mouse organoid TILs by anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1
Mouse organoids were grown using F12 (Invitrogen), 20%FBS, 1X Normocin, andmurine IL-2 (Peprotech, 500UI/ml) in a double dish

ALI system (Li et al., 2014;Ootani et al., 2009).Growthmediawassupplementedwith anti-mouse-CD274 (a-PD-L1,B7-H1,Biolegend,

10 mg/ml) or anti-mouse-CD279 (a-PD-1, 29F.1.A12, Biolegend, 10 mg/ml) at day 0 of primary plating or passaging. After 7 days of

antibody treatment, single cells were prepared by dissociation with 300 units ml�1 collagenase IV (Worthington) at 37�C for 30 min,

followed by three 5-min washes with 100% FBS. FACS staining cocktails for murine cells contained 10 mL anti-CD45 (30-F11, BD),

3 mL anti-CD3e (500A2, BD), anti-CD4 (RM4-5, BD) and anti-CD8a (53-6.7, BD), Anti-mouse-CD274 (B7-H1, Biolegend, 10 mg/ml)

and anti-mouse-CD279 (29F.1.A12, Biolegend, 10 mg/ml). SIYRYYGL/SIINFEKL-loadedMHCpeptideswere synthesized byElimBio-

pharmaceuticals. MHC tetramers were prepared by mixing enzymatically biotinylated MHC molecules with APC-streptavidin (Life

Technologies, S32362)/PE-streptavidin (Life Technologies, S21388). Primers for qRT-PCR analysis of murine TILs were as follows:

Ifng F: 50- GACAGAAGTTCTGGGCTTCT-30

Prf1 F: 50- ATGACTACTGTGCCTGCAGCAT-30

Gzmb F: 50- AGATCATCGGGGGACATGAAGT-30

QRT-PCR was performed on a StepOnePlus instrument (Applied Biosystems) using anneal/extension temperature at 60�C for

35 cycles. Paired Student’s T-Test was used to calculate P values.

Assay for anti-PD-1-dependent human TIL activation within PDOs
Organoid cultures were established as above and supplemented with organoid medium containing 10 mg/mL nivolumab (Bristol-

Myers Squibb) or 10 mg/mL control human IgG4 (Abcam). Organoidswere grown for 7 days, dissociated in 200 unitsml�1 collagenase

IV (Worthington) at 37�C for 30min, washed twice in ADMEM/F12, and digested in Liberase-TL (Roche; 50 mg/mL final concentration)

at 37�C for 15min. Samples were washed twice in ADMEM/F12, triturated with a P1000 pipet to dissociate further, and passed over a

40 mMfilter. Single cells were then pelleted, resuspended in 100 mL FACSBuffer (PBSplus 2mMEDTA and 0.1%BSA) and stained for

FACS. FACS staining cocktail contained 50 mL Brilliant Stain Buffer (BD), 10 mL anti-CD45 (2D1, BD), 10 mL anti-CD279 (PD-1 clone

EH12.1, BD), 3 mL anti-CD-3 (UCHT1, BD), 3 mL anti-CD4 (RPA-T4, BD), and 10 mL 7-AAD (BD). An additional subset of samples

also contained 3 mL anti-CD19 (SJ25C1, BD) and 3 mL anti-CD56 (B159, BD). T cells were sorted on a BD Aria II flow cytometer

into RNA extraction buffer, and RNA was extracted using the Arcturus PicoPure kit (Applied Biosystems). Extracted RNA was con-

verted to cDNA using the iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad), and cDNA was subjected to 10-12 rounds of preamplification using

SsoAdvanced PreAmp Supermix (Bio-Rad). cDNA was used for quantitative real-time PCR on a StepOnePlus instrument (Applied

Biosystems) using TaqMan probe/primer sets for TBP, IFNG, GZMB and PRF1 (Applied Biosystems).

Tumor cytotoxicity analysis
For murine cytotoxicity analysis, B16-SIY organoids were treated with IgG/a-PD-L1/a-PD-1 as indicated. Organoids were dissoci-

ated to single cells and pelleted as described above. Cells were incubated with anti-Melanoma antibody (Abcam, 1:80) for 30minutes

on ice. For human tumor cell cytotoxicity assay, PDOswere cultured for 1week in the presence of anti-CD3 (cloneHIT3a, 2 mg/ml) (cat

no: 300332, BioLegend) and anti-CD28 (clone CD28.2, 2 mg/ml) (cat no: 302923, BioLegend) with either 10 mg/ml anti-PD-1 (nivolu-

mab) or IgG4 control. For both mouse and human analysis, cells were washed twice with cold Cell Staining Buffer, and resuspended

in Annexin V Binding Buffer (Biolegend, FITC Annexin V Apoptosis Detection Kit) at a concentration of 0.25-1.03 107 cells/ml. 100 ml

of cell suspension were transferred in a 5 mL test tube and incubated with 5 ml of Annexin V-FITC and 5 ml of 7-AAD Viability Staining

Solution for 15 min at room temperature (25�C) in the dark and analyzed by FACS for Annexin V and 7-AAD, yielding Annexin-V(+)/7-

AAD(-) early apoptotic and Annexin-V(+)/7-AAD(+) late apoptotic/necrotic cells. The Annexin-V, 7-AAD double positive tumor cells

were pre-gated based on forward and side scatter properties to enrich for tumor epithelium, eliminate hematopoietic and debris

populations and further pre-gated for single cells.
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Chromium Single-cell 50 VDJ and 50 RNA-seq
Preparation of Single Cell Suspension

PBMCs, Pan T and CD19+ B cells used for the technical validation part of the immune profiling solution were obtained from AllCells

(Catalog #: PB001, PB009-1F and PB010-0). Tumor and organoid samples were obtained as specified by ‘‘Human Specimen’’ and

‘‘PDO Culture’’ in earlier sections of the STAR Methods. Tumor or organoids were mechanically dissociated with Castro scissors on

ice to generate �1 mm x 1 mm pieces, resuspended in two pellet volumes RPMI with 10% FBS and partitioned for histology, snap

frozen for DNA, organoid culture, and sorting (1:1:1:3 ratios). Minced tissues were subjected to sequential collagenase IV and

Liberase TL digestion as per assay for anti-PD-1-dependent human TIL activation within PDOs except that DNase I (Worthington;

100 Kunitz Units/mL final concentration) was added to the Liberase TL step and agitated gently at 37C for 30 minutes. After 30 mi-

nutes, pieces were triturated with a P1000 pipette ten times and passed through a 40 micron filter, centrifuged, subjected to TrypLE

(Life Technologies) for 10 minutes at room temperature. The cell suspension was then centrifuged and resuspended in 10 pellet

volumes of ACK lysing buffer (Lonza) for 5 minutes in the dark at room temp followed by centrifugation at 200 g for 5 minutes.

The cells were washed with FACS buffer (PBS, 2 mM EDTA, 0.1% FBS), incubated with Fc block (Biolegend) diluted 1:500 in 2 pellet

volumes of FACS buffer, for 15 minutes on ice, followed by addition of labeling cocktail (FITC anti-CD45, 2 mg/mL (BD), 1:200 dilution

Zombie Aqua live/dead stain (Biolegend)) in 2 pellet volumes of FACS buffer (CD45 antibody 1 mg/mL, 1:400 live/dead stain). The cells

were incubated on ice for 30 minutes, washed thrice with FACS buffer, and sorted on an Aria Fusion (BD) with singlet discrimination,

followed by live/dead gating, followed by CD45+ gating. For unfractionated cells, singlets and live/dead gating was used on both

epithelial and mononuclear scatter populations.

Sequencing library construction using the 10x Chromium platform

Cellular suspensions were loaded on aChromiumSingle Cell Controller instrument (10xGenomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA) to generate

single-cell GEMs. Single-cell RNA-Seq libraries were prepared using the Chromium Single Cell 50 Library & Gel Bead Kit (P/N

1000006, 10x Genomics). GEM-RT was performed in a C1000 Touch Thermal cycler with 96-Deep Well Reaction Module (Bio-

Rad; P/N 1851197): 53�C for 45 min, 85�C for 5 min; held at 4�C and stored at �20�C. The GEMs were shipped to 10x Genomics

on dry ice, then broken and the single-strand cDNA was cleaned up with DynaBeads MyOne Silane Beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific;

P/N 37002D). Barcoded, full length cDNA was amplified using the C1000 Touch Thermal cycler with 96-Deep Well Reaction Module:

98�C for 45 s; cycled 133 : 98�C for 20 s, 67�C for 30 s, and 72�C for 1 min; 72 �C for 1 min; held at 4�C. Amplified cDNA product was

cleaned up with the SPRIselect Reagent Kit (0.63 SPRI; Beckman Coulter; P/N B23318). Barcoded, full-length V(D)J segments were

enriched from amplified cDNA with primers specific to TCR constant regions. The target enrichment 1 was performed in a C1000

Touch Thermal cycler with 96-Deep Well Reaction Module: 98�C for 45 s; cycled 10 3 : 98�C for 20 s, 67�C for 30 s, and 72�C for

1 min; 72�C for 1 min; held at 4�C. The target enrichment 1 was cleaned up with the SPRIselect Reagent Kit (0.83 SPRI). The target

enrichment 2 was performed in a C1000 Touch Thermal cycler with 96-DeepWell Reaction Module: 98�C for 45 s; cycled 103 : 98�C
for 20 s, 67�C for 30 s, and 72�C for 1 min; 72�C for 1 min; held at 4�C. The target enrichment 2 was cleaned up twice with the

SPRIselect Reagent Kit (0.53 and 0.83 SPRI). The enrichment primers can be found in Table S3A. 50 gene expression and enriched

libraries were constructed using the reagents in the Chromium Single Cell 30/50 Library Construction kit (P/N 1000020). For 50 gene
expression library construction, these steps were followed: (1) fragmentation, end repair and A-tailing; (2) post fragmentation, end

repair and A-tailing cleanup with SPRIselect; (3) adaptor ligation; (4) post ligation cleanup with SPRIselect; (5) sample index PCR

and cleanup. For the enriched library construction, these steps were followed: (1) fragmentation, end repair and A-tailing; (2) adaptor

ligation; (3) post ligation cleanup with SPRIselect; (4) sample index PCR and cleanup. The barcode sequencing libraries were quan-

tified by quantitative PCR (KAPA Biosystems Library Quantification Kit for Illumina platforms P/N KK4824). Sequencing libraries were

loaded at concentrations on sequencers with the read configuration as specified in Table S3B.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Single Cell V(D)J Software Cell Ranger 2.1.0
The Cell Ranger (CR) Software Suite (version 2.1.0) was used for 50 gene counting and V(D)J sequence assembly and paired clono-

type calling. 50 gene counting is similar to 30 gene counting outlined previously, with some updates. (Zheng et al., 2017; https://

support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/software/pipelines/latest/algorithms/overview). Briefly, reads were aligned

to the genome using STAR. CR uses the transcript annotation GTF to bucket the reads into exotic, intronic and intergenic, and by

whether the reads align confidently to the genome. For reads that align to a single exonic locus but also align to 1 or more non-exonic

loci, the exonic locus is prioritized and the read is considered to be confidently mapped to the exonic locus with MAPQ 255. Cell

Ranger further aligns exonic reads to annotated transcripts, looking for compatibility. A read that is compatible with the exons of

an annotated transcript, and aligned to the same strand, is considered mapped to the transcriptome. If the read is compatible

with a single gene annotation, it is considered uniquely (confidently) mapped to the transcriptome. Only reads that are confidently

mapped to the transcriptome are used for UMI counting. VDJ assembly and paired clonotype calling have been added to CR. For

V(D)J assembly, CR performs cell calling independently of V(D) J read filtering and assembly. In cell calling, UMIs are first filtered

to contain a threshold of Read Pairs per UMI (for details, consult the software documentation page). Then a 2-component Gaussian

mixture model was fit to the distribution of filtered UMIs per barcode. Cell barcodes are barcodes with posterior probability > 0.5 of

belonging to the higher-mean component. In V(D) J read filtering and assembly, CR first trims known adaptor and primer sequences
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from the 50 and 30 ends of reads and then filters away reads that lacking at least one 15bp exact match against at least one of the

reference segments (based on the T cell receptor, TRA and TRB, and B cell immunoglobulin, IGH, IGL and IGK gene annotations

in Ensembl version 87). Next, CR performs de novo assembly, by building a De Bruijn graph of reads from each cell barcode

independently. The assembler outputs the contig sequences associated with paths which are assigned at least one UMI with the

mapping of the input read pairs that contributed to each contig. Each base in the assembled contigs is assigned a Phred-scaled

Quality Value (QV), representing an estimate of the probability of an error at that base. The QV is computed with a hierarchical model

that accounts for the errors in reverse transcription (RT), that will affect all reads with the same UMI, and sequencing errors which

affect individual reads. Finally, each assembled contig in each cell is aligned against all of the germline segment reference sequences

for annotation to V, D, J, C and 50 UTR reference sequences. The presence of a CDR3motif (Cys-to-FGXG/WGXG) is searched in in a

frame defined by the start codon in the L+V region or all 6 frames in the absence of L+V region. A contig is considered productive if: 1)

it fully spans the V and J segments; 2) it contains a recognizable start codon in the expected V location; 3) it contains a CDR3 region

in-framewith the V start codon; 4) it contains no stop codons in the V-J spanning region. It is expected that each cell barcode typically

contains two matching productive contigs, comprising either a TRA and a TRB, or a heavy chain (IGH) and a light chain (IGK or IGL).

Additional productive contigs produced by the assembler are less likely to be legitimate. Each productive contig will be labeled as

high or low confidence based on the number of UMIs supporting the contig. Cell barcodes are grouped together into clonotypes if

they share the same set of productive CDR3 nucleotide sequences by exactmatch. Note that for B cells, somaticmutationswithin the

CDR3 will break up clonotypes that are in fact clonally related. Cells with somatic mutations outside the CDR3 will be considered to

share a clonotype.

Secondary analysis of the technical data
Seurat (Cibulskis et al., 2013) (version 2.1) was used to analyze the PBMC 50 GEX data in Figure 5B. Genes with detected expression

in at least 3 cells, and cells with at least 10 genes detected were used. Variable genes were identified with x.low.cutoff = 0.05 and

y.cutoff = 0.1. The first 15 Principal Components were used for clustering (resolution = 0.6) and for tSNE visualization. Clusters

were identified based on genes that are enriched in a specific cluster (Yan et al., 2017). Classification of PBMCs was inferred

from the annotation of cluster-specific genes; CD4 T (CD3E, IL7R), CD8 T (CD3E, CD8A), CD4 Naive (IL7R, CCR7), CD4 Memory

(IL7R, S100A4), T Regulatory (CD3E, FOXP3), CD8 Naive (CD8A, CCR7), T Exhausted (CD8 Effector (NKG7, CD8A, PRF1), CD8

Memory (NKG7, CD8A, S100A4, GZMK) and NK cells (NKG7 and CD3E negative).

To link 50 RNA-seq data to 50 VDJ data, barcodes between the PBMC 50 GEX sample were overlappedwith VDJ T andB enrichment

libraries. There is a high fraction of barcode overlap between GEX and VDJ libraries. VDJ T enrichment assay detected 1,581 cells

with productive, full length TCR a or b chains. 1,556 of 1,581 cells were also detected by 50 GEX, representing a > 98% overlap

between GEX and VDJ T enrichment libraries. Of these 1,556 cells, 1,495 cells overlapped with the annotated T cell population.

The remaining 61 cells are likely a combination of cell mis-classification, multiplets and chimeric molecules in GEX and VDJ libraries.

Similarly, the barcode overlap between 50 GEX and VDJ B enrichment libraries is > 99%.

Loupe V(D)J Browser was used for the analysis of Pan T and CD19+ B cells mixed with Jurkat and GM12878 cells (whose

clonotypes were termed Ground-Truth clonotypes). The observed number of cells with the correct Ground-Truth clonotype is the

number of cells with at least 1 of the Ground-Truth chains. The number of cells with wrong CDR3 pairs is the number of cells

with productive full-length pair and some, but not complete overlap with the provided ground truth. Multiplets (usually cells

with two b chains or heavy chains) were not considered.

Secondary analysis of the tumor and organoid samples
Seurat (Cibulskis et al., 2013) (version 2.1) was used to perform basic quality control on the raw 50 GEX matrices output from Cell

Ranger. Prior to the analysis of Seurat, cells with less than 30 genes or more than 3000 genes were filtered out, and genes expressed

in less than 3 cells were removed. Additionally, CD45- non-immune cells and CD3E+MS4A1+ (technical doublets with B and T cells)

were removed. Samples were excluded if they had less 1000 cells or less than 5%CD3D+ CD3G+ CD3E+ CD247+ (putative T) cells to

ensure sufficient number of cells for clonotype analysis. Then, gene dispersion analysis implemented in Seurat was used to select

highly variable genes, preserving genes with logarithmic mean expression between 0.2 and 3.0 and with logarithmic dispersion

greater than 0.5. The effects of total UMI counts per cell andmitochondrial percentage were regressed out from the gene expression.

For unbiased visualization of the 50 GEX data, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), t-stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE)

implemented in Seurat was used: the first 20 principal components were selected for all samples and no major differences were

seen when using larger numbers of principal components. Given the 2D visualization by t-SNE, feature plots were generated by

displaying cells that express particular genes, as well as cells with matching barcodes that had either TCRa or TCRb sequenced.

Next, each cell visualized in the t-SNE plots were annotated as one of M (macrophage) cell, Natural Killer (NK) cell, B cell, regulatory

T (Treg) cell, exhausted T (Tex) cell, cytotoxic T (Tc) cell, or helper T (Th) cell based on its expression. Individual cells were classified by

the enrichment of cell type markers: M (CD14, CD163, CD68, MRC1, MSR1, CSF1R), NK (CD3E, CD247, NCAM1, NKG7, TRDC,

CD3D negative, CD3G negative), B (CD19, MS4A1), Treg (FOXP3, TIGIT, IL2RA, HAVCR2, NKG7 negative), Tex (PDCD1, LAG3,

HAVCR2), Th (CD3D, CD3G, CD4, IL7R), and Tc (CD3D, CD3G, CD8A, CD8B). To classify a cell as a certain type, it was required

that the total UMI counts for all the positive markers sum to at least 4 (with the exception of macrophages which requires 8 UMIs

as more markers are used). Because canonical T cell markers may not be exclusive to T cells, the cells were classified sequentially
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in the order ofM, NK, B, Treg, Tex, Tc, Th. As a result, the detected T cellsmust be negative formarkers unique toMandB cells. Further,

because NK cells can share many cell type markers with T cells, NK cells were first classified based on the absence of CD3D and

CD3G, and then the remaining CD3D+ and CD3G+ cells were considered for candidate T cells. The sequential assignment has

the benefit of reducing the doublets classified as T cells; the other cell types such as M, B and NK may have doublets, but a number

of them were removed prior to running Seurat. Finally, only the classified T cells that had TCRa or TCRb were considered for clono-

type comparisons between matched fresh tumor and organoid samples. The visualization in the main figure only displays TCRab

double-positive T cells, whereas the visualization in the supplementary figures distinguishes TCRa only, TCRb only, and TCRab

among all the CD45+ cells. The top three clonotypes shown in the t-SNE plots were based on the TCRab double-positive T cells

for all the samples.

Smart-seq2-based single cell TCR sequencing
Single cell suspensions of tumor or organoid-resident T cells were isolated by sequential collagenase IV and Liberase-TL digestion as

in the assay for anti-PD-1-dependent human TIL activation within PDOs (see above). Dissociated cells were subsequently stained

with anti-CD3 (317310, BioLegend), anti-CD45 (304024, BioLegend), anti-CD4 (317436, BioLegend), and anti-CD8 (344711,

BioLegend) antibodies for FACS. Dead cells were excluded from sorting with amine-reactive Zombie Aqua (423102, BioLegend).

Single viable CD3+ T cells were directly sorted into 96-well plates. To obtain individual T cell clonal identities, sorted T cells were

subjected to the Smart-seq2 protocol for the conversion of full transcriptome cDNA (Picelli et al., 2014). The variable CDR3

sequences of both TCR a and b chains were acquired through a modified version of the Han protocol (Han et al., 2014). Specifically,

the RT step of the P1 reaction was omitted and instead only the 25-cycle pre-amplification was used. Subsequently, adapted, ampli-

fied CDR3 regions were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform.

TCR clonotype comparison
To analyze the concordance between the observed clonotypes in a fresh tumor and that in thematched organoid, top ten cloneswere

first compared between fresh tumor (FT) and organoid (OR) because the major clonotypes dominate majority of the cell counts. To

further assess the entire clonotype landscape, pairwise comparisons across all clonotypes were considered, and linear regression

was applied to the pairs with the cell counts in FT as the predictor variable and the cell counts in OR as the response variable. (For

visualization, the scatterplots and linear fit curve were transformed to be on log10(x+1)-log10(y+1) scale).

While the value of the R2 captures howwell clonotypes in the organoid recapitulates those in the fresh tumor, the value explains the

linear relation and is heavily influenced by (1) themany low frequency clonotypes and (2) the discrepancy between the total number of

cells sequenced between FT and OR. To address this issue, we devised a permutation-based test to provide confidence about the

concordance, with the null hypothesis being the FT and OR profiles are uncorrelated. Under this null hypothesis, permutations of the

OR counts correspond to a random outcome, e.g., having random clonal captures and a few random clones being expanded. We

constructed an empirical null distribution with 10,000 permutations and computed the permutation p value based on the number

of correlation values from the permutation that exceeded the observed correlation. We considered the observed correlation as

significant if the p value is less than 0.01. This procedure was repeated for the TCRa, TCRb, and TCRab independently for each

sample which had both FT and OR data available.

Quantification of cell fluorescence
Cell of interest measurements were performed by calculating area of all cells of interest (i.e., SMA+, TILs) divided by the fluorescence

intensity of DAPI using ImageJ. N denotes the number of representative fields captured from respective samples.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Deposited Data
Mendeley Figures 1-10 are available at https://doi.org/10.17632/ykpbxfx2p9.3

Single cell sequencing has been deposited with accession number GEO: GSE111360. Go to https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/

query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE111360,
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Figure S1. Technical Validation of the Chromium Immune Profiling Solution, Related to Figure 5 and STAR Methods

(A) Assay and computational pipeline workflow.

(B) Feature plots of the PBMC sample, with population-specific markers.

(C) Normalized expression (centered) of the top variable genes (rows) from each of 12 clusters (columns) is shown in a heatmap. Numbers on the right indicate

cluster numbers, with connecting lines indicating the hierarchical relationship between clusters. Gene symbols of markers from each cluster are shown on the

bottom.



Figure S2. Summary of Cell Types Profiled by Chromium Immune Profiling Solution in ccRCC-1 Fresh Tumor versus Day 7 Organoid CD45+

Fraction, Related to Figure 5

(A,E) Breakdown of major immune cell types.

(B,F) Unbiased visualization of single cells shown by t-SNE and colored by our cell type annotation.

(C,G) Cells detected with rearrangement of at least one of the TCR⍺ or TCRb chains.

(D,H) Gene feature plots of the cells supporting the assignment in (B) and (F).



Figure S3. Summary of Cell Types Profiled by Chromium Immune Profiling Solution in ccRCC-2 Fresh Tumor versus Day 7 Organoid CD45+

Fraction, Related to Figure 5

(A,E) Breakdown of major immune cell types.

(B,F) Unbiased visualization of single cells shown by t-SNE and colored by our cell type annotation.

(C,G) Cells detected with rearrangement of at least one of the TCR⍺ or TCRb chains.

(D,H) Gene feature plots of the cells supporting the assignment in (B) and (F).



Figure S4. Summary of Single-Cell Clonotype Comparisons by Chromium Single-Cell Tandem 50 V(D)J-Seq between Fresh Tumor and

Organoid from ccRCC-1 and ccRCC-2, Related to Figure 5

For the clonotypes defined by the TCR⍺, TCRb and paired TCR⍺b chains respectively, we observe the expanded clonotypes in FT (fresh tumor) to highly overlap

with those in OR (organoid), and the top expanded clonotypes are consistent between FT andOR. Additionally, the expansion patterns are significantly correlated

(p < 0.01, permutation test).

(A,E) TCR⍺ clonotypes, FT versus OR.

(B,F) TCRb clonotypes, FT versus OR.

(C,G) Paired TCR ⍺b clonotypes, FT versus OR.

(D,H) TCR CDR3 sequences and cell counts in FT and OR respectively of the most frequent clonotypes ranked in FT.
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Figure S5. t-SNE Visualization of Cell Type Assignment and Top 3 TCR⍺b Clonotypes in All Six Samples of Human ccRCC CD45+ Fraction,

Related to Figure 5

Cell type annotations were assigned according to the 50 scRNA-seq data, as shown in Figures S2–S4. Clonotype assignments were derived from the 50 scV(D)J-
seq data simultaneously measured with the scRNA-seq data. The highlighted TCR⍺b clonotypes are the 3most frequent among the assigned T cells in respective

samples and strongly co-localize with the Tex fraction (light green).



Figure S6. Anti-PD-1 or Anti-PD-L1 Treatment of ALI Tumor Organoids Induces Tumor Cell Killing, Related to Figures 6 and 7

(A) Murine B16-SIY organoids prepared from syngeneic s.c. tumors were cultured for 7 or 14 days in the presence of IL-2 and either anti-mouse anti-PD-1,

anti-PD-L1 or control IgG followed by FACS analysis with Annexin V-FITC and AAD. Pre-gating for tumor epithelium was performed by scatter properties. At both

7 and 14 days there is a decrease in viable Annexin-V(-)/7-AAD(-) cells and increased Annexin-V(+)/7-AAD(-) early apoptotic (orange) and Annexin-V(+)/7-AAD(+)

late apoptotic and necrotic cells (pink).

(B) Dual Annexin V-FITC/7-AAD FACS analysis of the human kidney ccRCC PDO from Figures 7D and 7E following treatment with nivolumab or control IgG4 for

7 days. Nivolumab decreased viable Annexin-V(-)/7-AAD(-) cells and increased Annexin-V(+)/7-AAD(-) early apoptotic (orange) and Annexin-V(+)/7-AAD(+) late

apoptotic and necrotic cells (pink).

(C) Anti-CD3 plus anti-CD28 augments nivolumab expansion of organoid TIL populations in the ccRCC PDO of Figures 7D and 7E.

(D) Expanded y axis from (C) showing nivolumab expansion of organoid TIL populations without anti-CD3/CD28.



Figure S7. Comparison of TIL activation versus expansion in nivolumab-treated PDOs, related to Figure 7.

(A) TIL activation by anti-PD-1 (nivolumab) in human PDOs, reprinted from Figure 7A for reference.

(B) FACS enumeration of CD3+, CD4+ and CD8+ TILs per 106 total organoid cells in (A).

(C) Percent change of organoid TILs (+) nivolumab versus (-) nivolumab baseline in the samples of (A). A 35% threshold is indicated.

(D-G) Spearman correlations between Interferon-gamma (IFNG), Granzyme B (GZMB), and Perforin-1 (PRF1) mRNA expression levels after nivolumab treatment

versus (D) PD-1+ T cell frequency, (E) total T cell frequency, (F) CD4+/CD8+ T cell ratio and (G) pass/fail score for a clone 28-8 CLIA-certified PD-L1 test (> 1%

PD-L1 positivity in original tumor).
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